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some more reasons why i think this is a great opportunity for the wave plugins and their author(s) in
promoting the licensing model and making it as easy as possible for them to earn money in the

process. regardless of the way they should do it, the market share of cracked plugins are not going
down because (in my experience) they are much better built plugins overall than their paid

counterparts. its just the crack developers have a way of doing it faster and cheaper, as well as the
fact that the crack developers know a hell of alot more about their plugins, and the many decisions

that were made prior to the software being released. its not impossible that wave software
manufacturers will introduce the "buy a license" model, but it doesnt seem very likely given the
current incentives in the industry. it may also be easier to recoup lost sales by taking the crack
plugins that were downloaded and replacing them with paid versions. either way, the industry is
simply in need of a win, and it would be as simple as that! i think this is a silly argument. pirates
arent trying to steal product nor are they trying to fool people, theyre trying to make a buck and

many of them are honest people trying to do that. there are pirates who just cant afford it, and there
are pirates who are forced to pirate it. if you work for the software company, you should make some
extra money by reselling the products and thats what piracy is, which is full of legitimate customers.
if anyone should be making money for creating a solution to a problem, it should be the people who

can afford it because theyve come up with the solution which theyre selling for a small fee. this
model exists in other industries as well like the video industry with professional editing software
costs a little more than the consumer-grade equivalent and many editors prefer the professional

version. it doesnt mean that the consumer-version is wrong, rather people who can afford it shouldnt
have to use it because theyd be willing to spend more.
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